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Abstract: I have argued that Gettier cases are misleading because, even though they appear to be
cases of knowledge failure, they are in fact cases of semantic failure. Atkins has responded to my
original paper and I have replied to his response. He has then responded again to insist that he
has the so-called “Gettier intuition.” But he now admits that intuitions are only defeasible, not
conclusive, evidence for and/or against philosophical theories. I address the implications of
Atkins’ admission in this paper and I again show that his attempts to revise Gettier’s original
cases such that they do not involve semantic failures are unsuccessful.
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1. Introduction
Philip Atkins has replied1 to my reply2 to his reply3 to my original paper.4 At bottom, Atkins’
latest reply consists in insisting that he has the so-called “Gettier intuition,” i.e., the seeming that
S doesn’t know that p in a Gettier case. As he puts it:
Gettier cases standardly elicit the intuition that the relevant agent lacks knowledge even
though the agent has a justified true belief. If this intuition is accurate, then Gettier cases
are genuine counterexamples to the JTB analysis.5
And when he discusses his revised Gettier cases, Atkins again appeals to intuition when he
writes, “It seems that Smith fails to know” (emphasis added), and “Intuitively, Smith fails to
know [that there is someone who is getting a job and handsome]” (emphasis added).6 That, by
the way, counts as intuition mongering. That is to say, to insist that you have the intuition that p
in the face of an interlocutor who clearly does not find p intuitive is to engage in mere intuition
mongering.7 At any rate, as far as I can tell, Atkins’ argument against my diagnosis of Gettier
cases as misleading has changed in a significant way. In this reply, then, I will address this
argument. Before I do so, however, I will address what I take to be a few problems with his
interpretation of the argument from Gettier cases against the Justified True Belief (JTB) analysis
of knowledge and the so-called “Gettier intuition.”
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2. Gettier Cases as Counterexamples
The argument from Gettier cases against the analysis of knowledge in terms of Justified True
Belief (JTB) is usually stated as follows:
1. If knowledge is JTB, then S knows that p in a Gettier case.
2. It is not the case that S knows that p in a Gettier case.
3. Therefore, it is not the case that knowledge is JTB.8
This argument is often said to amount to a “refutation” of the JTB analysis of knowledge9
because it is an argument that employs the method of counterexample. The “method of
counterexample is a proof procedure” (emphasis added),10 which “provides conclusive verdicts-proofs--of invalidity” (emphasis added).11 For this reason, even though saying that Gettier
“provided counterexamples to the JTB analysis [...] seems somewhat different from saying that
Gettier provided a ‘conclusive proof’” (emphasis added)12 to Atkins, this is yet another case in
which appearances are deceiving (in addition to Gettier cases). Contrary to Atkins’ seeming in
this regard, arguments that employ the method of counterexample are supposed to be conclusive
proofs. Of course, even if they are supposed to be conclusive refutations, such arguments can
still fail to conclusively refute their target, especially when appeals to intuitions are involved.13
Accordingly, to say that Gettier cases are supposed to be counterexamples to the JTB
analysis of knowledge is to say that Gettier cases are supposed to refute the JTB analysis of
knowledge. In other words, they are supposed to demonstrate conclusively that the JTB analysis
of knowledge is wrong. Now, if my argument is cogent,14 then Gettier cases can demonstrate no
such thing. This is because Gettier cases are misleading, for they merely appear to be cases of
knowledge failure, but in fact, they are cases of semantic failure.
3. Knowledge is a Mental State
Contrary to what Atkins tries to suggest in his recent reply, the semantic failure in Gettier cases
is not something mysterious that occurs when terms “supposedly undergo a shift in reference.”15
What Atkins fails to take into consideration here is that knowledge (more precisely, knowing that
p) is a mental state.16 Once we remind ourselves that, as far as the analysis of knowledge is
concerned, knowledge (i.e., knowing that p) and belief (i.e., believing that p) are mental states, it
becomes clear how the same term can be used by a subject to refer to different things. For
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example, I can use ‘Trump’ to talk about Donald Trump now and then use ‘Trump’ to talk about
Donald Trump Jr. I can also use different terms to refer to the same individual. For example, I
can use ‘Trump’ to talk about Donald Trump, but I can also use ‘Mogul’ to talk about Donald
Trump, as Secret Service agents do. Pace Atkins,17 there is nothing metaphysically mysterious
about this as long as we keep in mind that we are talking about what goes on in a subject’s mind,
which is what we should be talking about as far as Gettier cases are concerned, given that
knowledge and belief are mental states.
Accordingly, if I come to believe that Mogul has left Mar-a-Lago, on the basis of a
headline in my newsfeed that reads “Mogul has left Mar-a-Lago,” and I use ‘Mogul’ to talk
about the real estate mogul Richard LeFrak, and so ‘Mogul’ designates Richard LeFrak in my
mind, but it turns out that he has not left Mar-a-Lago, whereas Donald Trump has left Mar-aLago, then ‘Mogul’ in <Mogul has left Mar-a-Lago> is referentially ambiguous between Richard
LeFrak and Donald Trump in this context. Now, since I use ‘Mogul’ to talk about Richard
LeFrak, not Donald Trump, I have failed to refer to the mogul that actually makes <Mogul has
left Mar-a-Lago> true, since the mogul that actually makes the content of my belief true is
Donald Trump, not Richard LeFrak. Given that knowledge and belief are mental states, in my
mind, ‘Mogul’ refers to Richard LeFrak, not Donald Trump, since I use ‘Mogul’ to talk about
Richard LeFrak, not Donald Trump. Subjectively, then, my belief that Mogul has left Mar-aLago is about Richard LeFrak. In other words, the speaker’s reference of ‘Mogul’ is Richard
LeFrak when I believe (mental state) that Mogul has left Mar-a-Lago. Objectively, however, the
semantic reference of ‘Mogul’ is Donald Trump because Donald Trump is the mogul that
actually makes <Mogul has left Mar-a-Lago> true, given that it is Donald Trump that has left
Mar-a-Lago, not Richard LeFrak.
If I am right about this, then anyone who might have the intuition that I do not know that
Mogul has left Mar-a-Lago, even if the content <Mogul has left Mar-a-Lago> might be
considered objectively (i.e., with the semantic referent of ‘Mogul’ being Donald Trump) true and
justified, has this intuition not because knowledge is not JTB, but because the case is misleading.
When I believe that Mogul has left Mar-a-Lago, in my mind, ‘Mogul’ refers to Richard LeFrak,
not Donald Trump, because I use ‘Mogul’ to talk about the former, not the latter. This, however,
is a semantic failure, i.e., failure to refer to the semantic referent of ‘Mogul’, which is the mogul
that actually makes <Mogul has left Mar-a-Lago> true (namely, Donald Trump, in this case), not
an epistemic failure, i.e., failure to know that Mogul has left Mar-a-Lago. In other words, what I
believe (in terms of speaker’s reference) does not match the facts, whereas what is objectively
true (in terms of semantic reference) is not what I believe. The terms ‘the man’ and ‘coins’ in
Gettier’s Case I,18 ‘Jones’ in Gettier’s Case II,19 ‘sheep’ in the sheep in the meadow case,20
‘barn’ in the fake barn case,21 ‘the time’ in the stopped clock case,22 and ‘someone’23 and
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‘handsome’24 in Atkins’ revision of Gettier’s Case I are all referentially ambiguous in much the
same way that ‘Mogul’ is referentially ambiguous here.
In his latest reply, Atkins insists that ‘handsome’ is not referentially ambiguous. He
simply asserts without argument that “it is unreasonable to insist that there is a divergence
between the speaker's referent of ‘handsome’ and the semantic referent of ‘handsome’.”25 It is
not clear to me why Atkins finds it so unreasonable to say that ‘handsome’ is referentially
ambiguous. Unless Atkins thinks that there is some universal HANDSOMENESS that all
attractive men (including Jones) participate in or instantiate, and that whenever we use
‘handsome’ we refer to that universal HANDSOMENESS, it is quite reasonable to say that
Jones’ physical features (e.g., blue eyes, dark hair, athletic build, etc.) make him handsome,
whereas another man’s physical features make that man handsome. In that case, when Smith
comes to believe that Jones is handsome, he has Jones’ physical features in mind, for the
evidence available to him is about Jones’ physical attributes (i.e., he looks at Jones and comes to
believe that Johns is handsome), not some other man (or even himself, since Atkins stipulates
that Smith doesn't know he is also handsome).26 On the other hand, the physical features that
actually make <There is someone who is getting a job and handsome> true are Smith’s, by
existential instantiation, not Jones’, just as the mogul that actually makes <Mogul has left Mar-aLago> true is Donald Trump, not Richard LeFrak.27
With respect to Gettier’s second case, Atkins also insists that “Smith has both past Jones
and present Jones in mind, and that his evidence is about both past Jones and present Jones,
seeing as how past Jones and present Jones are the same person” (emphasis in original).28 Atkins
seems to think that what is true about a person at a particular point in time must be true about
that person at all times. To see how absurd that would be, consider the following. Eric stole a
candy bar from a convenience store when he was 8 years old. From this, it follows that Eric is a
thief. Now fast-forward 30 years and Eric is now 38 years old. By Atkins’ lights, it is still true
that Eric is a thief. Suppose that Eric is from Florida where petty theft is a second-degree
misdemeanor. This means that Eric could face up to two years in prison. On Atkins’ assumption
that what is true of your past self must be true of your present self as well, then, we would have
to conclude that Eric should face a two-year prison sentence for stealing a candy bar when he
was 8 years old.
Of course, truths about people are not eternal and what is true about your past self may no
longer be true now (or will no longer be true about your future self). As I put it in my previous
reply to Atkins:
this sort of thing happens all the time; something could be true about a person at one
point in time and then stop being true at a later point in time. The proposition ‘George W.
Bush is the President of the United States’ was true from 2001 until 2009, but it was not
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true before 2001 and it is not true at present. The proposition ‘Barack Obama is the
President of the United States’ is true now, but it will no longer be true after January 20,
2017.29
The same thing happens in Gettier’s Case II. When Smith comes to believe that Jones owns a
Ford, he has past Jones in mind because his evidence consists of what he remembers about (past)
Jones. That is, Smith wishes to talk about the person who “has at all times in the past within
Smith’s memory owned a Ford” (emphasis added).30 As I have pointed out in my reply to Atkins,
Gettier’s use of temporal phrases, such as ‘at all times in the past’ and ‘at present’, is not
accidental here.31 Since that time in the past, Jones ceased being a Ford owner, and so what was
true about Jones in the past is no longer true about Jones at the present. Indeed, it looks like
Atkins admits that when he writes:
Perhaps it is the case that ‘Jones’ initially designates past Jones and then comes to
designate present Jones. This is perhaps why Mizrahi writes in his conclusion that “Smith
has past Jones in mind, for Smith’s evidence is about past Jones, not about present
Jones.”32
In that case, Atkins is simply being uncharitable here when he attempts to make this simple point
about how a subject uses a term to refer to the same person at different times appear
metaphysically mysterious. Be that as it may, there is nothing metaphysically mysterious about
this and Atkins’ talk about whether there is “one individual” or “two separate individuals” is a
red herring.33 If anyone is engaging in extravagant ontology here, it is Atkins. For, as mentioned
above, his insistence that ‘handsome’ is not referentially ambiguous in the context of his revision
of Gettier’s Case II makes sense only if it is assumed that there is some universal
HANDSOMENESS that all handsome men participate in or instantiate.
For these reasons, I have described the semantic failure (i.e., failing to refer to x) in
Gettier cases in terms of what goes on in the subject’s head or mind. For example:
We can see this ambiguity in Kripke’s case as well. It might seem as if the epistemic facts
of Kripke’s case are clear: the two people believe that Jones is raking the leaves but they
don’t know that Jones is raking the leaves. However, I submit that the epistemic facts of
the case are not as clear as they might seem precisely because ‘Jones’ is an ambiguous
designator in this case. The people who mistake Smith for Jones wish to talk about Jones,
and so they use ‘Jones’. Their belief that Jones is raking the leaves is thus [referentially]
ambiguous between two Interpretations:
1. Semantic reference: Jones (= Smith) is raking the leaves.
2. Speaker’s reference: Jones (= Jones) is raking the leaves.
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By stipulation, (2) is false, since the people in the case mistake Smith for Jones and Jones
is not in fact raking the leaves. On (2), then, the two people in Kripke’s case simply have
a false belief. On the other hand, (1) is not actually what the people in the case believe,
since they wish to talk about Jones and they use ‘Jones’ to talk about what they see,
which is Smith raking the leaves. To put it crudely, on (1), what goes on in their heads
does not match the facts of the case. Given this ambiguity, then, the case, like Gettier
cases in general, is misleading (emphasis added).34
If this is correct, then subjects’ beliefs in Gettier cases are ambiguous between the following two
interpretations:
Objective interpretation (in terms of semantic reference): For example, the semantic
referent of ‘Jones’ in <Jones is raking the leaves> is the person that actually makes
<Jones is raking the leaves> true; otherwise, <Jones is raking the leaves> would not be
true.
Subjective interpretation (in terms of speaker’s reference): For example, the speaker’s
referent of ‘Jones’ in <Jones is raking the leaves> is what the two people in Kripke’s case
have in mind when they believe that Jones is raking the leaves, which is Smith, not Jones
himself, who is the person that actually makes <Jones is raking the leaves> true.35
Whether Kripke intended his distinction between speaker's reference and semantic reference to
have this consequence vis-a-vis Gettier cases is beside the point. The important point for present
purposes is that, given that knowledge and belief are mental states, it is quite common for one to
use a term to refer to something that does not in fact make one’s belief about that thing true.
Again, this is a semantic failure (i.e., failure to refer to x) rather than an epistemic failure (i.e.,
failure to know that p).
Contrary to what Atkins seems to think,36 we cannot simply ignore the truth conditions of
the candidates for knowledge in Gettier cases. After all, according to the JTB analysis of
knowledge, one of the necessary conditions for knowledge is truth. In order to determine
whether S knows that p in a Gettier case, then, we have to determine whether p is true or not. In
other words, we have to determine what makes p true in a Gettier case. The problem with Gettier
cases, however, is that the truth conditions of the candidates for knowledge lend themselves to
two different interpretations: an objective interpretation in terms of the semantic referents of the
key terms in the content of the relevant belief and a subjective interpretation in terms of the
speaker's referents of the key terms in the content of the relevant belief. For this reason, Gettier
cases are misleading, since that which lends itself to more than one interpretation is ambiguous,
and this “means that we should not assign much, if any, evidential weight to the so-called
‘Gettier intuition’, i.e., the intuition that S doesn’t know that p in a Gettier case.”37
4. What Best Explains the So-Called “Gettier Intuition”?
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Speaking of the evidential weight of intuitions, what I find interesting about Atkins’ latest reply
is his acknowledgement that intuitions are not conclusive evidence for or against philosophical
theories. As he puts it: “My own modest view is that one’s intuitions count as good evidence for
or against philosophical theories, but they are also defeasible, as all forms of evidence are
defeasible” (emphasis added).38 Given that the “method of counterexample is a proof procedure”
(emphasis added),39 which “provides conclusive verdicts--proofs--of invalidity” (emphasis
added),40 Atkins’ admission that intuitions are defeasible, not conclusive, evidence amounts to
abandoning the argument from Gettier cases against the JTB analysis of knowledge outlined in
Section 2. For that argument is supposed to amount to a conclusive refutation by
counterexamples of the JTB analysis of knowledge, i.e., a deductively valid argument against
JTB, whereas arguments that are based on defeasible premises are not meant to be deductively
valid arguments.41 And that argument’s premises are based on intuitions, which Atkins now
admits are defeasible, not conclusive, evidence. After all, the only reason to think that premise
(2) is true is that it seems to some who consider Gettier cases that S doesn’t know that p in such a
case. As I have argued elsewhere,42 an argument that employs the method of counterexample but
relies on appeals to intuition would amount to a conclusive refutation only if our intuitions in
response to hypothetical cases about knowledge (such as Gettier cases) perfectly track truths
about knowledge, justification, and the like. Since we have no reason to think that our intuitions
about knowledge, justification, and the like, perfectly track truths about these concepts, Atkins is
correct in saying that intuitions about hypothetical cases involving these concepts do not amount
to conclusive evidence for or against philosophical theories about these concepts.
If by admitting that intuitions in response to Gettier cases are not conclusive evidence
against JTB Atkins effectively abandons the argument from Gettier cases against JTB outlined in
Section 2, then the question is what argument does he offer instead. In other words, I have
argued that we should not assign much, if any, evidential weight to the so-called “Gettier
intuition” because Gettier cases are misleading. Atkins claims that we should assign some
evidential weight to the so-called “Gettier intuition.” The question, then, is why we should. What
is Atkins’ argument against my diagnosis of Gettier cases as misleading?
At the end of his reply, Atkins provides a clue as to how he would answer to this
question. He writes:
It stands to reason that the considerations adduced by Mizrahi are not responsible for our
intuitions about Gettier’s second case. A much better account of our intuitions would be
that knowledge is not justified true belief (emphasis added).43
As I understand it, Atkins is making an Inference to the Best Explanation (IBE) here. For him,
the explanandum is the fact that some people report having the so-called “Gettier intuition” and
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the explanans is that knowledge is not JTB, which means that the content of the so-called
“Gettier intuition,” i.e., <S doesn’t know that p in a Gettier case>, is actually true. If this is
correct, then this inference to the best explanation would run as follows:
1. Upon considering Gettier cases, some people have the intuition that S doesn’t know that p
in Gettier cases.
2. The best explanation for (1) is that knowledge is not JTB.
3. No other hypothesis explains (1) as well as the “knowledge is not JTB” hypothesis.
4. Therefore, knowledge is not JTB.
Of course, it is not enough to simply assert that one’s hypothesis is the best explanation for some
phenomenon. To properly evaluate an IBE, we need to compare the competing hypotheses in
terms of criteria for selecting the best explanation among competing hypotheses.44 In this case,
the two competing hypotheses are Atkins’ hypothesis that some people report having the socalled “Gettier intuition” when they consider Gettier cases because knowledge is not JTB, which
means that the content of the so-called “Gettier intuition,” namely, <S doesn’t know that p in a
Gettier case> is true, and my hypothesis that some people report having the so-called “Gettier
intuition” when they consider Gettier cases because the cases are misleading.
Now, the following are some common good-making criteria for explanations or criteria
for selecting the best explanation among several competing hypotheses:
Unification: As a general rule of thumb, choose the explanation that explains the most
and leaves the least unexplained things.
Coherence: As a general rule of thumb, choose the explanation that is consistent with
background knowledge.
Simplicity: As a general rule of thumb, choose the least complicated explanation, i.e. the
one that posits the least causal sequences and entities, and that goes beyond the evidence
the least.
Testability: As a general rule of thumb, choose the explanation that yields independently
testable predictions.45
To determine which hypothesis of the two competing hypotheses at hand is the best explanation
for the fact that some people report having the so-called “Gettier intuition,” we need to evaluate
each hypothesis in terms of the aforementioned selection criteria.
In terms of unification, it looks like both Atkins’ hypothesis and mine, if true, would
explain the fact that some people report having the so-called “Gettier intuition.” On Atkins’
hypothesis, some people report having the so-called “Gettier intuition” because they intuit what
is true, namely, that S doesn’t know that p in a Gettier case, and so knowledge is not JTB. On my
hypothesis, some people report having the so-called “Gettier intuition” because Gettier cases are
misleading, and so those who read a Gettier case objectively (in terms of semantic reference)
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report having the so-called “Gettier intuition,” since on this reading, the content of the belief that
is a candidate for knowledge in a Gettier case is true (although it is not the content of the belief
the subject actually has in mind).
Unlike Atkins’ hypothesis, however, my hypothesis explains not only why some people
report having the so-called “Gettier intuition” but also why some people report no such intuition.
For on my hypothesis, those who read a Gettier case subjectively (in terms of speaker’s
reference) will not report having the so-called “Gettier intuition,” since on this reading, the
content of the belief that is a candidate for knowledge in a Gettier case is not strictly true (which
means that the truth condition of the JTB analysis of knowledge is not met). Consequently, my
hypothesis explains the most and leaves the least unexplained facts, i.e., it explains both why
some people report having the so-called “Gettier intuition” and why some do not, whereas
Atkins’ hypothesis fails to explain why some people do not report having the so-called “Gettier
intuition.” For this reason, my hypothesis has more unification power than Atkins’ hypothesis.
Moreover, Atkins’ hypothesis has additional problems in terms of unification that my
hypothesis does not. That is, Atkins’ hypothesis raises more questions than it provides answers.
As an explanation for the so-called “Gettier intuition,” Atkins’ hypothesis raises a host of
metaphysical and epistemological questions about not only the nature of intuitions but also the
nature of the concepts (such as knowledge) they supposedly track with great accuracy. What are
intuitions? Where do they come from? What are the objects of intuitions? How do intuitions
provide access to an unobservable reality of concepts like knowledge, justification, etc.? On the
other hand, my hypothesis does not face these problems, since, if my hypothesis is true, then the
so-called “Gettier intuition” is not an intuition at all. Rather, it is simply an interpretation we give
to a misleading hypothetical case like a Gettier case. Indeed, as I have argued elsewhere,46 the
philosophical method of considering hypothetical cases as “intuition pumps” probably leads to
misinterpretations more often than not. For these reasons, my hypothesis has more unification
power than Atkins’ hypothesis.
In terms of coherence, it is somewhat difficult to say whether Atkins’ hypothesis is
consistent with background knowledge or not. In one sense, it is inconsistent with background
knowledge if the legend about JTB has any truth to it. That is, “Legend has it that the
‘traditional’ or ‘standard’ view of knowledge is justified true belief (K = JTB) and that this
traditional view reigned supreme for decades, centuries even.”47 Clearly, if the legend is true,48
then Atkins’ hypothesis, according to which K ≠ JTB, is inconsistent with background
knowledge. In another sense, it is consistent with philosophers’ use of the method of cases and
appeals to intuition. As mentioned above, however, the method of cases has been subjected to
criticism in recent years.49
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On the other hand, my hypothesis is consistent with a vast, multidisciplinary literature on
ambiguity in natural language. As Lee and Federmeier put it: “Ambiguity is a central feature of
language at many processing levels; at the level of words, it is well documented that a single
spelling or pronunciation is oftentimes associated with multiple meaning senses.”50 According to
my hypothesis, there is an ambiguity in Gettier cases, which means that they lend themselves to
two interpretations: an objective interpretation in terms of the semantic referents of the key terms
in the content of the relevant belief and a subjective interpretation in terms of the speaker's
referents of the key terms in the content of the relevant belief. For these reasons, my hypothesis
is more coherent (i.e., consistent with background knowledge) than Atkins’ hypothesis.
In terms of simplicity, Atkins’ hypothesis is quite extravagant ontologically speaking. For
his hypothesis to be true, there must not only be such things as intuitions but also a faculty (or
perhaps several faculties) of intuition. Moreover, there must also be abstract objects of some kind
that are the objects our intuitions somehow latch onto. As Katz puts it, “intuition is a faculty for
acquiring knowledge about abstract objects.”51 On the other hand, there need be no such things
as intuitions, faculties of intuition, or abstract objects other than language for my hypothesis to
be true. For my hypothesis postulates the existence of no such things. It simply states that there is
an ambiguity in hypothetical cases known as “Gettier cases” insofar as these cases lend
themselves to two different interpretations. Unlike intuitions, faculties, and abstract objects,
which are rather mysterious things, ambiguity is a familiar feature of natural language. For these
reasons, my hypothesis is simpler than Atkins’ hypothesis.
In terms of testability, experimental philosophers have conducted experimental surveys
using Gettier cases as vignettes given to both professional philosophers and non-philosophers.
The results of a recent large-scale, cross-cultural, and cross-linguistic study suggest that most
people do report having the so-called “Gettier intuition,” although whether they report having the
so-called “Gettier intuition” or not is affected by age, personality, and reflectivity,52 which are
factors that are supposedly irrelevant to the truth or falsity of the content of the so-called “Gettier
intuition,” namely, <S doesn’t know that p in a Gettier case>.53 This means that Atkins’
hypothesis and mine can be tested empirically, given that they are hypotheses about Gettier cases
and people’s responses to these cases. However, unlike Atkins’ hypothesis, which predicts that
people will report having the so-called “Gettier intuition” but does not predict that such reports
will be influenced by factors, such as age, personality, and reflectivity, as well as contextual
factors, such as framing,54 my hypothesis predicts the influence of such extraneous factors on
people’s responses to Gettier cases. For studies in psycholinguistics show that the way people
resolve ambiguity and select meaning is determined by context.55 So the influence of contextual
Chia-lin Lee and Kara D. Federmeier, “In a Word: ERPs Reveal Important Lexical Variables for Visual Word
Processing,” in Miriam Faust (ed.), The Handbook of the Neuropsychology of Language (Malden, MA: Wiley,
2012), 184-208.
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Buchtel, Amita Chatterjee, Hyundeuk Cheon, In-Rae Cho, Daniel Cohnitz, Florian Cova, Viluis Dranseika, Ángeles
Eraña Lagos, Laleh Ghadakpour, and Maurice Grinberg, “The Gettier Intuition from South America to Asia,”
Journal of the Indian Council of Philosophical Research 34 (2017): 517-541.
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factors, e.g., framing effects,56 on people's responses to Gettier cases is a prediction that my
hypothesis, but not Atkins’, makes successfully.
The crucial question, however, is whether Atkins’ hypothesis and mine can be tested in
an independent way, i.e., a way that is intuition-free. After all, the so-called “Gettier intuition” is
precisely what our hypotheses are supposed to explain (or explain away) in the first place. Since
the so-called “Gettier intuition” is the explanandum, we need independent evidence, i.e.,
evidence that is independent of people’s intuitions, for or against the competing hypotheses in
question. Is there an intuition-free way to test Atkins’ hypothesis that many people report having
the so-called “Gettier intuition” because they intuit what is true (i.e., that K ≠ JTB)? I cannot
think of one. After all, Atkins’ hypothesis is that people report having the so-called “Gettier
intuition” precisely because they intuit what is true, namely, that S doesn't know that p in a
Gettier case. (Of course, that doesn’t necessarily mean there is no intuition-free way to test
Atkins’ hypothesis. Perhaps there is, even though I cannot think of any.)
On the other hand, my hypothesis can be tested in a variety of independent ways. For
example, studies in psycholinguistics suggest that verbal ability (i.e., vocabulary size) is
predictive of sensitivity to referential ambiguity (of the sort I claim occurs in Gettier cases).57
Accordingly, if my hypothesis is true, we would expect verbal ability to have an effect on
whether people can pick up on the referential ambiguity in Gettier cases. In fact, there may
already be evidence pointing in that direction. Machery et al. found that Bedouins from Israel
were significantly less likely to share the so-called “Gettier intuition.”58 On my hypothesis, this
fact makes sense, given that level of education is a reliable predictor of verbal ability, and that
the socioeconomic status and level of education of the Bedouin population of Israel “tend to be
amongst the lowest in the country.”59 Accordingly, if my hypothesis is true, then verbal ability
would have an effect on whether one is sensitive to the objective interpretation of Gettier cases
(in terms of semantic reference), the subjective interpretation of Gettier cases (in terms of
speaker’s reference), or to both.
To sum up, Atkins asserts without argument that “knowledge is not justified true belief”
provides “a much better account of” the so-called “Gettier intuition” than my account of the
semantic failure (referential ambiguity) in Gettier cases. When our competing accounts are
evaluated in terms of criteria for selecting the best explanations among competing hypotheses,
however, my account emerges as the better hypothesis. My hypothesis has more unification
power, is more coherent, and is simpler than Atkins’ hypothesis. Moreover, unlike Atkins’
hypothesis, my hypothesis yields predictions that can be tested independently of intuitions.
5. Conclusion
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In this paper, I have shown that Atkins continues to engage in intuition mongering when he
insists that he has the so-called “Gettier intuition” in the face of an interlocutor who clearly does
not find it intuitive at all that S doesn’t know that p in a Gettier case. As I have argued before,
Gettier cases are misleading, since they merely appear to be cases of knowledge failure but in
fact they are cases of semantic failure, and so we should not put much trust, if any, in what seems
to be true about these cases, let alone draw any general conclusions from them about the nature
of knowledge.
I have also shown that Atkins’ attempts to revise Gettier’s original cases such that they
do not involve semantic failures are unsuccessful, since he fails to take into consideration the fact
that knowledge is a mental state, that ‘handsomeness’ is referentially ambiguous in his revision
of Gettier’s Case I, and that what is true about one's’ past self may no longer be true now (or will
no longer be true about one's’ future self).
Finally, I have argued that his admission that intuitions are defeasible, not conclusive,
evidence for or against philosophical theories suggests that his argument against my diagnosis of
Gettier cases as misleading is an IBE. It is a rather weak IBE, however, because Atkins simply
asserts without argument that his hypothesis (i.e., that K ≠ JTB) is the best explanation for the
fact that many people report having the so-called “Gettier intuition.” When his hypothesis and
mine are evaluated in terms of commonly accepted selection criteria, such as simplicity and
testability, my hypothesis outperforms his on all counts.60
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